PHOTOSHOOT #7
For this assignment you will produce 2 photographs . The finished products must be formatted
to be exactly 8 x 10 inches. Both photos will be turned in digitally on your flash drive. You
must include a write up that contains the following:
1. What was your inspiration that motivated you to take this photo.
2. What is the feeling or connection you want to make with those who view your photo.
3. Several thumbnails so show your journey and how you produced alternate viewpoints
to select from.
4. Camera Data to include which lens your choice, ISO, F-stop, shutter and focal length
of the lens. You must also explain WHY you made each of these selections.
5. What processing programs you used and what techniques you used within these
programs.
Photograph #1

CONVERGING LINES

When framing a landscape shot one of the types of environmental features that many photographers look for and
like to incorporate in their shots is converging lines. Converging lines are strong lines that guide the viewer to a
focal point within the photograph.

We’ve talked previously about how lines have the potential to add interest to an image – but multiple lines that
converge together (or come close to one another) can be a great technique to lead your viewers eye into a shot.
Perhaps the classic example (and one that you will NOT use) of converging lines are railway tracks.
Position yourself in the middle of two tracks (after taking a look at what might be coming from behind) and you’ll
see the two tracks on either side of you appear to get closer and closer together as they go into the distance.
Take this shot and the natural reaction for those looking at the scene will be for them to follow the lines off into the
distance. In a sense the two lines act like a funnel which directs the gaze of those entering them in a certain
direction.
The same effect can be achieved with roads or pathways, converging fence lines, a set of stairs, power lines or
virtually any other lines that run parallel into the distance or that actually converge at some point.

4 Tips Regarding Converging Lines
1. Experiment with Positioning – the classic railway line shot described above has many possibilities. One is to
position the tracks dead center and symmetrically in the shot.
Another positioning would be to step to one side of the tracks and let them run diagonally through your frame from a
lower corner to the opposite upper corner. The beauty of this is that you’ll end up with a more dynamic shot.
Symmetrical and vertical placement of the lines can be powerful but diagonal lines tend to convey movement.
Alternatively stepping away from the start of the lines can give another perspective – as can holding your camera on
an angle to give another diagonal framing of the lines.
2. Wide Angle Lenses – different lenses can totally change the impact of a shot with converging lines. I find that a
wide angle lens can be particularly useful – especially when positioning yourself between the two lines.

This will help to give the perception that the distance between the lines at the starting point of the image is wider
than it is. This exaggeration of the width of your lines can have a powerful impact upon your shot.
3. Positioning the ‘convergence’ - one thing to consider when you have converging lines in an image is that they
draw the eye into a shot – towards the point that they converge – this becomes one of the most important parts of
this image – a focal point.
As you’re framing your shot ask yourself – ‘where is the most effective position to frame this?”
Keep in mind rules like the Rule of Thirds that says that the intersecting points of imaginary lines a third of the way
into an image are key points for positioning points of interest.
Also know that if the point of convergence is outside the frame of the shot that you are leading the eye out of your
shot. This could leave a shot unbalanced and with tension – alternatively it could enhance the shot and leave your
viewers wondering about the place that they converge.
4. Adding Interest at the Point of Convergence – Sometimes it is worth enhancing the point of convergence with
something of interest (for example waiting until a train appears in the distance on the tracks – or positioning a
person at the top of stairs) – on other occasions the composition of the shot is strong enough without adding an extra
subject.

Photograph #2 Diffused Background
When taking a photograph the photographer must consider depth of field and thus choice of fstop. A very high f-stop (as in f22) will produce great depth of field which is something
landscape photographers generally seek. (You will most likely have used a high f-stop to take
photograph #1 in this assignment.) On the other hand a very low f-stop such as the f3.5 on your
standard lens) f1.8 will produce a very shallow depth of field thus causing your subject to
literally “pop” out of the soft, diffused background. If you can master aperture you put into your
grasp real creative control over your camera. In my opinion – aperture is where a lot of the magic
happens in photography and as you will see below, changes in it can mean the difference
between one dimensional and multi dimensional shots.

The photo on the left above was shot at F22 and thus produced great depth of field capturing
BOT the birds and the ship. The photo on the right was shot at f2.0 and was thus able to isolate
the gulls using limited depth of field. This process allows the photographer to take an extremely
busy background and render it less objectionable. Imagine the impact when the background is
simple to start with.
This process is easier to accomplish when there is great separation between the subject and the
background, but it can be accomplished when the separation is only inches. Raising the f-stop
slightly will bring more of the background into focus to allow for more creativity. When
shooting this assignment experiment with f-stops and see the diference.

